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1. Introduction1
In this paper, I describe a special coordinating construction in San Ildefonso
Tultepec (SI) Otomi, a Mesoamerican language from the Otomanguean stock
spoken in Central Mexico. An instance of this construction is given in (1):2
(1) [noM=r XuPwa]NP1  Ø=ñuPng=wZP[=r PePdro]NP2  
  DEF.SG=SG John 3.PRS=have.a.meal.S=DU=SG  Peter
‘John is eating with Peter’. (lit. ‘John has a meal Peter’.) 
Here we have two actor participants, John and Peter, which are grammatically 
encoded in two separate NPs in the clause. The NP encoding John is topical and is 
placed before the verb while the one encoding Peter occurs after the verb and is 
not topical. The verb agrees with a dual subject by means of the enclitic =wZP, 
suggesting that at some underlying level these two NPs form a conjoined structure 
similar to the surface structure of English in example (2): 
(2) John and Peter had a meal
1 I want to thank the following people for helping me understand this complex 
phenomenon: Alejandra Capistrán; Alexandra Aikhenvald; Guilles Polian; Judith Aissen; Michael 
Knapp; Pamela Munro; Roberto Zavala; Thomas Smith; Valentín Peralta; Verónica Vázquez;  and 
especially to Paulette Levy who also gave me clues about how to approach it. I am also grateful to 
Dan Stauffer for proof-reading the text. 
2 In the orthographic representation of Otomi, the deviations from the IPA are the 
following: ’ /"/; f /ph/; j /kh/; y /j/; x /6/; c /t 6/; ñ /¹/; r /5/; R /r/; a /a/; C / /; Q /(/; q / /; Y /·/. 
Umlaut indicates nasalization (i.e. ä /ã/; ü /Ǌ/, etc.). Otomi has three tones: ascending vM; high vP; 
and low (not represented). Abbreviations: = clitic; <> non-concatenative morpheme; . absence of 
morpheme boundary; B bound form; DAT dative; DEF definite; DEM demonstrative; DU dual; 
EX exclusive; F free form; IMP impersonal; IN inclusive; IND indefinite; IRR irrealis; LOC 
locative; M middle voice; NEG negative; NPS non-present stem; OBJ object; OBV obviative; P 
particle; PL plural; POSS possessive; PRG progressive; PRS present; PST past; PURP purposive; 
QUOT quotative; REC reciprocal; REL relative; S suffixal form; SEQ sequential; SG singular; 
TAM tense/aspect/mood. 
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Nevertheless, given that the conjuncts involved in the Otomi example in (1) 
appear in different positions in the clause, I call this coordinating construction the 
“Split Coordination Construction” (SCC), (following Bruening 2004).  
 The SCC is used in Otomi to express a comitative event. The semantic role of 
Peter in the Otomi example is similar to the one played by Peter in (3) in English:  
 
(3)  John had a meal with Peter 
 
In a comitative event, two or more actors are portrayed as performing an action 
simultaneously, but they receive a different grammatical encoding, which reflects 
an asymmetry in conceptual and discourse prominence. In this asymmetry, the 
comitative participant is the least prominent actor, while the most prominent one 
is commonly topical. As in Stolz (2001), I call this prominent actor the “focal 
participant”, while the comitative is called the “associate participant”.  
 In my analysis of the Otomi structure in (1), I take the role of Peter in the 
second NP as a prototypical comitative for three reasons: (a) it is a less prominent 
actor than John; (b) by virtue of the structural split, this NP is encoded in a 
different fashion than the NP expressing John; and (3) the structure has semantic 
implicatures of simultaneity typical of comitative structures; that is, in both (1) 
and (3), John and Peter have a meal at the same time, in the same place, and 
together, whereas these implicatures are not necessarily present in (2).  
 Apart from expressing a typical comitative event, the SCC is also used to 
express asymmetrical reciprocal events, as shown in (4): 
 
(4)  [nuP=’ZP=geP]NP1 gaP=n-thQM=wZP[=r   zü’wQP]NP2   
  DEF.SG =2=2SG  2.PST=M-meet=DU=SG worm/devil 
  ‘You came across the devil’.(lit. ‘You met with the devil’.) (Moneda: 120) 
 
  SCCs of the type illustrated in (1) and (4) occur cross-linguistically. A 
similar construction is found in Passamaquoddy (Bruening 2004), shown in (5a). 
It is also found in verb coded coordination constructions when one of the 
conjuncts is placed in a preverbal topical position, for example in (6a) in Hausa: 
 
(5)  Passamaquoddy (Algonquian), (Bruening 2004:2) 
  Split Coord.    a. [Piyel]  ali-wiciyew-t-uwok     [Mali-wol]  
                Piyel   around-go.with-REC-3PL  Mary-OBV 
                ‘Piyel and Mary are going around with each other.’  
 
  Normal Coord.  b. [Piyel  naka  Mali]  ali-wiciyew-t-uwok  
                Piyel  and   Mary  around-go.with-REC-3PL 




(6)  Hausa (Afro-Asiatic, Chadic), (Abdoulaye 2004)  
  Split Coord.    a. [Feemì] [sun   tàfi]  Ìkko  [dà  Bàlki] 
                Femi   3PL.PFV go   Lagos with Balki 
                ‘Femi went to Lagos with Balki’. (p.188) 
 
  Normal Coord.  b. [Feemì dà   ùba-n-shì]     sun    tàfi  Ìkko 
                Femi  with father-of-3SG.M 3PL.PFV go   Lagos 
                ‘Femi and his father went to Lagos’. (p.183) 
 
An important difference arises, however, when one compares these constructions 
in more depth. Both Passamaquoddy and Hausa have alternative normal 
coordination structures which result with a plural NP without changing the plural 
morphology on the verb. This is shown in (5b) and (6b), respectively. Otomi is 
different in this respect. In Otomi, the comitative NP is an argument of the verb 
which is always encoded in a split. This is shown in (7) which is an example with 
an obligatory elliptical reading that evinces that the construction in (1) has an 
obligatory split. Little pro stands here for a covert comitative NP whose reference 
is recoverable from context:  
 
(7)  [noM=r     MaPria   ’neM=r    ToPño]  mZP=ñöP=wZP     pro     
 DEF.SG=SG  Mary   and=SG  Tony   3.IMP=talk=DU 
 a) ‘Mary and Tony were talking with him’.  
 b) *‘Mary and Tony were talking to each other’.  
 
If the reading in (7b) is wanted, the construction in (8), which is not an instance of 
the SCC, must be used. Notice the absence of dual morphology on the verb: 
 
(8)  [noM=r     MaPria   ’neM=r   ToPño] mZP=ñöP    
 DEF.SG=SG  Mary   and=SG Tony  3.IMP=talk 
 ‘Mary and Tony were talking to each other’.  
  
Otomi is a null-subject or pro-drop language. Topical subjects are most 
commonly not overtly expressed. As a consequence of this, the focal participants 
in most textual instances of the construction are elided NP subjects, as in (9a), 
which shows two instances of the construction. In contrast, the comitative NP 
functions as an antitopic; that is, it often bears new information, and because of 
this it is commonly overtly stated, as in (9a), were we have two explicit NPs. But 
once it is established in discourse, it may not be mentioned, as shown in (9b): 
 
(9) a. ntoPnse pro bi=n-thQM=wZP    [’na=r    jö’ZP]    
  then     3.PST=M-meet=DU IND.SG=SG  person 
  Ø  pro mZP=<ñ>’oP=wZP[=r           t’incuP]   
  REL    3.IMP=<NPS.M>walk=DU(3POSS)=SG  daughter 
  ‘He then came across a man who was walking along with his daughter’  
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  (Hormigas: 2669) 
 
 b.  ba=jYGk-Ø-i            sta   kaP=r        ñönZP=r  dePheP 
  3.PST.SEQ=get.sb.out-3OBJ-F up.to LOC(3POSS)=SG edge=SG water 
  ’neM  yaP  pro bi=ñöP=wZP=’ya=’na pro     
  and P      3.PST=talk=DU=P=QUOT 
  i. ‘He got him out up to the edge of the water, and he talked to him’. 
  ii. *‘He got him out up to the edge of the water, and they talked’. 
  (T&B: 185-86) 
 
 As a direct consequence of this grammatical property, the SCC is often 
instantiated in natural discourse by the verbal predicate only, as in (9b). This 
makes it rather difficult to identify at first glance because the verb gives the false 
impression that it is a predicate with a dual NP subject, much in the fashion of the 
normal coordinating constructions in (5b) and (6b) in Passamaquoddy and Hausa. 
Under this false impression, (9b) would translate as (ii) when it really doesn’t.  
  In this paper, I propose that the SCC in Otomi emerged as a specialized 
comitative construction when the number morphology involved in it underwent a 
heavy restructuring in other realms of the grammar, more particularly, as dual 
morphology became a nearly extinct inflectional category outside the 
construction.  
 
2. Plural and Dual in San Ildefonso Otomi 
Subject agreement in SI Otomi is encoded in the verb by means of complex 
paradigms of verbal proclitics which also encode tense/aspect/mood (TAM). A 
few such paradigms are shown in (10): 
 
(10)  1st p. 2nd p. 3rd p. 
Present (~ Habitual) dZP= gZP= Ø= 
Imperfect n-dZP= n-gZP= mZP= 
Past (~ Completive) daP= gaP= bi= 
Irrealis (~ Future) ga= gi= da= 
 
Example (11a) below illustrates the use of the past tense proclitics daP and bi, 
encoding 1st and 3rd person subject, respectively. When only the proclitics in (10) 
are used, the grammatical number of the subject is interpreted as singular by 
default. If cross-reference of a non-singular subject is needed, number enclitics 
must be used as, for example, in (7): 
 
(11) a.  yaP  nuP   daP=’öPhö,    yaP  ’ZPn-daP=pöMd-i      teP    bi=jaM 
    P   when 1.PST=sleep.F P   NEG-1.PST=know.F-F what 3.PST=happen 
    ‘When I went to sleep, I didn’t know what happened’.  
    (Temblor: 753-54) 
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  b. nZPxi  gZ P=tsCM-Ø=hYP 
    nor  2.PRS=sentir-3OBJ=PL 
    ‘Nor you (PL) realize it’. (Dinero del Abuelo) 
 
All number enclitics, including plural and dual number, are given in (12). I 
present here default allomorphs only. Shaded areas indicate absence of marking: 
 
(12)  1st p. 2nd p. 3rd p. SUB OBJ  Verbs Pronouns Possessor 
       tr. in.   
Pl.  =hYP =hYP  9 9 9 9 9 9 
 Excl. =heP         
Dual  =wZP =wZP  9  9    
 Excl. =’beP         
 
The distribution of the number enclitics in (12) may be compared with the one 
these enclitics have in the SCC, which is shown in (13):  
 
(13)  1st p. 2nd p. 3rd p. SUB OBJ  Verbs 
       tr. in.
Pl.  =hYP =hYP =hY 9   9
 Excl. =heP       
Dual  =wZP =wZP =wZP 9   9
 Excl. =’beP       
 
The first relevant difference between the functional distribution in (12) and (13) is 
that outside the SCC, number enclitics cannot be used for a 3rd person subject, as 
indicated by the ungrammaticality of (14): 
 
(14)  *ma=da=k’öng-Ø=wZP /=hYP    
   PRG=3.IRR=go.and.see.S-3OBJ=DU /=PL  
   Intended meaning: ‘They will go and see it’.  
 
With a 3rd person, the interpretation of a singular or a plural subject is context-
bounded, as shown in (15): 
 
(15)  ma=da=k’ön-Ø-i    
   PRG=3.IRR=go.and.see-3OBJ-F  
   ‘He/she/they will go and see it’.  
 
In contrast, inside the SCC, the marking of a non-singular 3rd person is not only 




(16) a. pro  ba=ñ-’oP=wZP/*Ø     [noP=r         ’bQPhñöP]   
        3.PST.SEQ=M-walk=DU  DEF.SG.3POSS=SG woman 
    ‘He accompanied his wife’. (lit. ‘He walked along with his wife’.) 
     (Celoso: 45) 
 
  b. pro  da=ñ’ëPñ=hYP/*Ø  [yaP      ñ’oMhYP]  
        3.IRR=play.S=PL    PL.3POSS friends 
    ‘He plays with his friends’. (Estela & Ana.: 324)   
 
As may be seen in (12), plural is a very productive inflectional category while 
dual is highly restricted: (a) dual cannot express the dual of an object; (b) it is not 
used with intransitive verbs; and (c) it is not found outside the realm of verbal 
morphology with pronouns or possessors. 
 Outside the SCC, plural is the default exponence of non-singular number. In 
other words, it indicates plural reference proper (“more than two”), as in (17a), as 
well as dual reference proper (“two”), as in (17b): 
 
(17) a. paP   ga=<m>CP=heP=’neM    
   PURP 1.IRR=<NPS>go.PL=1PL.EX=too 
   Plural reference: ‘So that we (ants) may also go’. (Hormigas: 2792) 
 
 b. <m>CM=’mYP,      ma   ga=tsi-theP=heP 
   <NPS>go.1/2PL=let’s PRG  1.IRR=ingest-water.B=1PL.EX 
   Dual reference: ‘Let’s go to have a drink’. (Moneda: 10) 
   (lit. ‘let’s go, so that we (you and I) will have a drink’.)  
 
This picture inverts itself when we look inside the SCC, where dual is default and 
plural is restricted. For instance, plural can be used when the comitative NP refers 
to a multiplicity of individuals: not two, three or four, but many. In this sense, 
plural is an exponence of plural of abundance within the construction, as in (18), 
where the comitative NP refers to a football team: 
 
(18) pro  da=’ñëPñ=hYP/=*gwZP   [yaP      ñ’oMhYP] 
      3.IRR=play.S=PL/=DU    PL.3POSS  friends 
  ‘He plays with his friends’. (Estela & Ana.: 324)   
   
In other cases inside the SCC, dual is used regardless of the number of 
participants involved. Example (19) illustrates this point:  
 
(19) [nuP=ya  bötsZP]i  bi=<m>aP   ba=tsZP=[r              móle]j
  DEF=PL  child   3.PST=<NPS>go 3.PST.SEQ=reach.B(3POSS)=SG granny 
  paP    proi  bi=<m>’YP=hwZP    proj           
  PURP      3.PST=<NPS.M>live.S=DU 
  ‘The (two) children went out to find their grandmother to live with her’.  
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  (Viejecita: 3-5) 
 
In (19) the sum of the two children plus their grandmother equals three, but dual 
is still used. A similar case is shown in (20), where the comitative NP expresses a 
few individuals, not many; otherwise plural would be used as in (18). All this 
suggests that dual number on the verb expresses an asymmetric duality of two 
sets, rather than a duality of two entities:  
 
(20) koP      yaP  pro  Ø=m-pöM=hwZP      [nuP=ya  mCPstro] 
 because  P      3.PRS=M-know.S=DU  DEF=PL  master.builder 
 ‘Because he gets along with the master builders’. (J Miranda 2: 143) 
 
3. Other characteristics of the SCC 
In the previous section, I have shown a number of morphological features of the 
construction. The construction has other characteristics, for example, the verbs 
used in it. Transitive verbs are not allowed in the construction, as seen by the 
impossibility of (21): 
 
(21) *daP=tCPm-Ø=’eP        [noM    ma    ’indöP] 
 1.PST=buy.S-3OBJ=1DU.EX  DEF.SG  1POS S  brother.of.woman 
  Intended reading: ‘I bought it with my brother’. 
 
Table 1 in the Appendix represents a non-exhaustive list of the intransitive verbs 
used in the construction. The verbs in this table are organized according to 
whether they are morphologically basic or derived. At the top of the table, there 
are motion and activity verbs. Most of the verbs in the table are reciprocal verbs, 
and they have middle morphology. Such middle verbs may in turn be basic 
(deponent) or derived from other transitive verbs (see Palancar 2004 for more 
details). At the bottom of the table, I have included a number of intransitive verbs, 
derived from transitive verbs, which denote activities. 
 All the verbs in Table 1 are perceived as semantically agentive verbs. No 
inactive verb can occur in the construction, as shown, for example, in (22):  
 
(22) a. *bi=<d>CPng=wZP[=r          PePdro] 
    3.PST=<NPS>fall.from.hight=DU=SG  Peter  
    Intended reading: ‘He fell with Pedro (from a cliff)’ 
 
  b. *bi=<d>üP=wZP[=ma            ’indöP] 
    3.PST=<NPS>fall.from.hight=DU=1POSS  brother.of.woman  
    Intended reading: ‘He died together with my brother’. 
 
The impossibility of using inactive verbs in the SCC suggests that the frame only 
allows verbs that semantically denote actions which can be performed by actors, 
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so that other co-actors can be involved. In other words, the construction is 
relegated to the expression of prototypical instances of comitative events. 
 Interestingly, the SCC in Passamaquoddy is likewise restricted to intransitive 
verbs, but in this language both agentive and non-agentive verbs are used. 
Compare (5a) with the use of the stative verb apolahsatpih ‘be bald’ in (23):  
 
(23)  [Susehp] apolahsatpih-ik  [Piyel-ol] 
   Susehp   be.bald-3PL     Piyel-OBV 
   ‘Susehp and Piyel are bald’. 
 
The fact that (23) is a well-formed structure reveals another important difference 
between Passamaquoddy and Otomi. The SCC in Passamaquoddy is a 
coordination structure which plays around the topicality of one of the conjuncts. 
In other words, it is not a dedicated comitative structure like the one in Otomi. 
 Otomi can encode a comitative participant by means of an oblique phrase with 
the preposition koP, a borrowing from Spanish con ‘with’. Borrowing this 
alternative encoding proved convenient with verbs that weren’t allowed in the 
native structure, such as transitive verbs and non-agentive intransitive verbs: 
 
(24) a. daP=tCP-Ø-i       [koP  noM     ma   ’indöP] 
   1.PST=buy-3OBJ-F  with DEF.SG  1POSS brother.of.woman 
    ‘I bought it with my brother’. 
 
  b. nuP   mZP=<z>qPhq         [koP  noM=r      xZPta  MaMmpY] 
    DEF  3.IMP=<NPS>arrive.here.F  with DEF.SG=SG  man Scraggy 
    ‘He arrived with the man named Scraggy’. (Largirucho) 
 
Although they commonly prefer the SCC, with the verbs in Table 1 speakers may 
also use the oblique encoding in (24) as an alternative expression of the 
comitative participant. An example is given in (25) of both encodings:3
 
(25) a. bi=n-tüMhn-a=nuP      RePbePlde [koP  nuP=ya   kaPRaPnsZPsta] 
    3.PST=M-fight-B=DEF(.PL) rebel    with DEF=PL  Carranza’s.follower 
    ‘The rebels fought with Carranza’s followers’. (Revolución 2) 
 
  b. nuP     RePbePlde bi=n-tüPm-kwZPP     [nuP=ya kaPRaPnsZPsta] 
    DEF(.PL) rebel   3.PST=M-fight.S=DU  DEF=PL  Carranza’s.follower  
    ‘The rebels fought with Carranza’s followers’.4
 
 
                                                 
3   I ignore whether there is a semantic contrast between these examples. 
4   Dual is used in (25b) because the two armies are conceptualized as two wholes, rather 
than constituted of a multiplicity of individuals. 
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3.1  The two NPs in the SCC 
Topical subjects in SI Otomi precede the verb. Non-topical subjects of intransitive 
verbs may follow the verb as VS as in (25a). This word order possibility contrasts 
with the one found in the SCC. When the topical NP is overtly expressed, it must 
always precede the verb, suggesting that the construction has an obligatory topical 
subject slot that must be filled. With this in mind, compare example (25b) with 
the ungrammaticality of (26): 
 
(26) *bi=n-tüPm-kwZPP   [nuP     RePbePlde]  nuP=ya  kaPRaPnsZPsta 
  3.PST=M-fight.S=DU DEF(.PL)  rebel     DEF=PL  Carranza’s.follower 
  Intended reading: ‘The rebels fought with Carranza’s followers’. 
 
In the neutral word order, the comitative NP in the SCC is placed after the verb. 
SI Otomi being an SVO language, this NP behaves like a regular complement in 
this respect. For instance, adjuncts cannot occur between the verb and its 
complements, as shown in (27a) and supported by the impossibility of (27b), 
where the adjunct M’oPndCP occurs between the verb and the complement NP: 
 
(27) a.  haP’bYP   gi=pQM=wZP     [ma    nöMnö]   M’oPndCP 
     where  2.IRR=go.DU=DU 1POSS  mother  México 
     ‘Where you go with my mother to Mexico’. (Estela & Ana.: 407) 
 
  b.  *haP’bYP  gi=pQM=wZP      M’oPndCP  [ma    nöMnö] 
     where  2.IRR=go.DU=DU  México  1POSS  mother  
     Intended reading: ‘Where you go to Mexico with my mother ’. 
 
 The comitative NP is, nonetheless, a fully independent constituent, which can 
be questioned, as in (28a) or relativized, as in (28b): 
 
(28) a.  [toP]  gi=’bYP=hwZP     t? 
     who 2.IRR=live.S=DU       
     ‘With whom would you live t?’. (Conversa Estela: 3) 
 
  b.  aPnke     Ø=’bYP-i   [toP   ga=<m>QM=’beP    t     
     although 3.PRS=be-F  who 1.IRR=<NPS>go.DU=1DU.EX 
      [goP         da=möMñ=’äP]]  
     REL.CLEFT(3)  3.IRR=talk.S=3SG 
     ‘Although there’s somebody I’d go with t who may talk in my favor’.  
      (Estela & Ana.: 495) 
 
4.  The emergence of the SCC 
In the previous sections we have seen a number of important characteristics of the 
SCC construction: (a) it has an obligatory split; (b) the topical position of the NP 
encoding the focal participant is obligatory; and (c) the number morphology in the 
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construction has a particular distribution. These characteristics serve to define this 
coordination construction in Otomi as a specialized structure dedicated to the 
expression of a comitative event.  
 In this section, I advance a possible account for the way this construction may 
have emerged in SI Otomi. All Otomi languages have a construction similar to the 
one in SI Otomi, e.g. it may be seen in Sierra Otomi (Voigtlander and Echegoyen 
1985); in Santiago Mexquititlán Otomi (Hekking 1995); etc. Nevertheless, as the 
construction has not been properly identified yet, it remains to be seen to what 
extent the similarities apply. Old Otomi had a flexible VOS word order. This may 
be seen, for instance, in some elicited examples in Cárceres (1580/1907) and in 
textual examples from the Huichapan Codex of the XVIth century (Ecker 2001). 
This VOS order is still present in conservative dialects like Sierra Otomi 
(Voigtlander and Echegoyen 1985), but S may fluctuate in a topical preverbal 
position. From a normal coordinating structure like the one schematized in (28a) 
with a normal VS word order, the language developed a coordinating construction 
with a split, sketched in (28b). This happened by virtue of placing the one NP in 
the conjoined structure that was more topical in a preverbal position:  
 
     Normal Coordination          Split Coordination  
(28) a.  V=DU [NP1 (and) NP2]   >   b.  [NP1]TOP V=DU [NP2] 
 
 At this stage, the emergent structure in (28b) may have been similar to the one 
found in Passamaquoddy, as described in Bruening (2004). In other words, it was 
a coordinating structure that played around the topicality of one of the conjuncts. 
This emergent construction served well as a conveyer of the semantics of a 
comitative event because it profiled one actor and placed the other co-actor in the 
background. As such, it later became frozen as a dedicated comitative structure in 
SI Otomi when both the split and the topical preverbal position of the focal 
participant became obligatory.  
 The SCC emerged as a structural island in the grammar of SI Otomi as dual 
morphology became less productive elsewhere in the system. Dual is a very 
productive inflectional category in other Otomi languages, especially in the ones 
spoken in The State of Mexico. For example, in Toluca Otomi (Lastra 1989, 
1992), dual has the same functional productivity as plural in SI Otomi. In this 
respect, Toluca Otomi should be seen as a conservative language preserving the 
number morphology of historical Otomi. This original number system, extracted 
and adapted from Cárceres (1580/1907), is given in (29): 
 
(29)  1st p. 2nd p. 3rd p. SUB OBJ  Verbs Pronouns Possessor 
       tr. in.   
Pl.  =hYP =hYP =hYP 9 9 9 9 9 9 
 Excl. =heP         
Dual  =wZP =wZP =wZP 9 9 9 9 9 9 
 Excl. =’beP         
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 In SI Otomi, as in other dialects such as Sierra Otomi (Voigtlander and 
Echegoyen 1985) and Mezquital Otomi (Hess 1968) the marking of number was 
lost in the 3rd person, as was seen in (12). However, SI Otomi inherited the 
morphology involved in the original split coordination in (28b) and kept it intact, 
as was seen in (13), while number morphology underwent restructuring in other 
realms. When used in the frame, the markers involved, confined to the space of 
the construction, kept what was probably their original meaning in Otomi: dual 
marking expressing a duality of two sets regardless of the individuals involved, 
and plural marking expressing a plurality of abundance. Outside the space of the 
construction, number morphology was further reanalyzed as an exponence of 
grammatical number per se. Most crucially, the use of dual number became 
almost extinct in the grammar outside the frame, being mainly confined to 
transitive verbs and thus allowing plural morphology to become the default 
exponence of non-singular number in SI Otomi; a process which also occurred in 
Mezquital Otomi. The opposite process occurred in the isolated dialect of Ixtenco 
Otomi (Lastra 1997), where the old dual morphology was reanalyzed as default 
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Table 1 Verbs in the SCC Intr. Verb Tr. Verb 
BASIC   
Unmarked:   
pQM=DU ‘go with sb.’ paP  ‘go’  
’ëP=DU ‘come with sb.’ ’ëPhë ‘come’  
ñuPng=DU ‘have a meal with sb.’ ñuPni  ‘have a meal’  
’bYP=DU ‘live with sb.’ ’bYPi  ‘live’  
ñöP=DU ‘talk with sb.’ ñöP  ‘talk’  
Middle:   
ñ-’oP=DU ‘go with sb./accompany sb.’ ’yoP  ‘walk, go about’  
Reciprocal:   
n-küP=DU  ‘chase sb.’   
n-teP=DU  ‘get close to sb./harass sb.’   
n-thQM=DU  ‘meet with sb.’ n-thQM ‘meet’  
n-tsCM=DU  ‘fight with sb./be busy with sth.’ n-tsCM2 ‘fight’  
n-tüPm=DU ‘quarrel with sb.’ n-tüPhni ‘quarrel’  
n-tsqt=DU ‘lean against sb./sth.’ n-tsqte3 ‘lean against e.o.’  
ñ-hoPga-mYi=DU ‘reconcile with sb.’ ñ-hoPga-mYi ‘reconcile’  
n-theMx-jZP=DU ‘friendly get along with sb.’ n-theMx-jZP ‘like e.o.’  
DERIVED   
Reciprocal:   
ñ-hYM=DU  ‘hug with sb.’ ñ-hYMfi  ‘hug e.o.’ hYMfi  ‘hug’  
n-tqPts=DU ‘bump/trip with sb./sth.’ n-tqPts’e ‘bump against e.o.’ tqPts’e  ‘stop’ 
n-thöt=DU ‘marry with sb.’ n-thöti ‘marry’ thöti  ‘answer’ 
m-fCMx=DU ‘help (with) sb.’ m-fCMts’i  ‘help e.o.’ fCMts’i ‘help’ 
ñ-heP=DU ‘separate from sb.’ ñ-hePge ‘separate’ hePge ‘split’ 
n-zQPngwa=DU ‘greet with sb.’ n-zQPngwa ‘greet’ zQPngwa ‘greet’ 
m-poMnt=DU ‘get across with sb.’ m-poMnt’i ‘get across e.o.’ poMnt’i  ‘cross’ 
m-pöM=DU ‘get along with sb.’  pöMdi  ‘know’  
n-tsZMx=DU ‘get along with sb.’  tsZMts’i  ‘lead’  
mC=DU  ‘appreciate sb.’  mCdi  ‘love’ 
Activities:   
m-pQ=DU ‘work together with/for sb.’ m-pQfi ‘work’ pQfi  ‘work at sth.’ 
n-tCPm=DU ‘shop together with sb.’  
                     (in the same stalls) 
n-tCPi  ‘shop in the market’ tCPi ‘buy’ 
m-pCM=DU ‘sell together with sb.’  
                     (to the same customer) 
m-pCM ‘go selling’ pCM ‘sell’ 
n-zi=DU  ‘have a drink with sb.’  tsi ‘ingest’ 
Abbreviations in Table 1: e.o ‘each other’; sb. ‘somebody’; sth. ‘something’  
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